During 2018 the RRC 86.2 Panel have recommended to the Board approval of the following requests for changes to the RRS under RRS 86.2 and Regulation 28.1.3

- 420 World Championship - The early adoption of changes approved for introduction in January 2018 relating to support persons.
- RC44 Series 2018 – To enable consistent rules for this combined Fleet/Match racing series.
- 2K Team Racing Series – Delete RRS 17.
- 2K Team Racing Medemblik – Delete RRS 13 – a trial supported by RRC
- C&C 30 Class – NOOD Regatta – Change definition of start to omit bowsprits
- J Class – To adopt a modified version of Addendum Q
- 52 Super Series – To adopt a modified version of Addendum Q
- Asian Games – A version of Addendum Q for umpired relay races.
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